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 It offers ten chapters on "Our Program" and a new section of recovery encounter from NA users called
"Our Members Talk about.This new edition reflects the international diversity and strength of our NA
Fellowship." It offers abstracts of every personal story.
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I really enjoyed reading a few of these If I had to only have one book in my life as a recovering addict it
would definitely be "THE ESSENTIAL Text. I need real tools to work in real life. This is not just a book,
this is a life-style. And even though I identified with other recovering alcoholics I used narcotics more
than anything else and found much deeper identification within the meetings of Narcotics Anonymous
and the webpages of "THE ESSENTIAL Text. NA has a 5 to 7 percent success rate.", "What Is The
Narcotics Anonymous Program? Who knows just how many copies of the basic text have approved
through my hands over time - I used to two or three 3 in my trunk from the used bookstore to give away.
The second half, or Reserve Two: Personal Tales, is strictly that--personal stories of individual recovering
addicts and how they found help thru NA. I really enjoyed reading some of these. It’s not a system, it’s a
religion I understand a couple those who have found living this program life necessary to their recovery
and I respect them so you can get clean and staying clean by whatever means required. Identification is
paramount to the recovery process. I owe my life to Narcotics Anonymous, and frankly, lifestyle today is
GOOD! Thank-you. ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL book for ANY addict, or family/friend who would like to
learn about addition This book, and this program saved my life. After reading just the first chapter I no
longer felt alone in my disease. It meant therefore much to me to start the book and see it. I have been
clean for over 9 years now, and this book is still a valuable tool in my recovery.. The jails require softcover
literature, which means this book was ideal to donate for inmates' use..." Though the AA literature was
well-written I experienced the NA's literature was a lot more in stage with the present-day. Very helpful in
my recovery!. This book helped put me on the path to saving my life and learning to live life without
needing substances to numb my emotions. With the help of a sponsor, a network, and the NA reserve,
anyone can end using drugs, get rid of the desire to use, and find a fresh way to live! How may i not buy
the kindle version?.. but the people who wrote this reserve do. Compiled by addicts, for addicts. For me
personally though, this program is a complete on religious cult.. they're very fundamentalist and judging
of additional paths. Request your higher power for a moment of clarity, and pick up the book.. I get
something fresh from it each and every time I browse any part. I promise your daily life will change! Give
yourself a break! Within these stories is where I recognized with the feelings that other addicts go
through.. They go to great pains to state otherwise, and it is true they do not endorse any other religion.
But they are themselves are the religion; You can change your life, "one day at a time", and you never
have to believe that way once again! And I sure as hell do not intend to be likely to meetings for the
others of my entire life!" In the beginning of my trip in recovery I experienced an AA book and "The
Basic Text. Love it! It doesn’t work for me.." The first fifty percent of the book deals with "Who Is An
Addict? Plenty of said. Life saver! Just what a great book! Like that the cloud allows me to access it
through the kindle app on my phone as well. I know many think it is hard to relate to the Big Book, well
go through this and then you'll have no excuses! been carrying out the other 12-step program and it’s no
longer working out, however the universe has delivered me many winks since I've made the switch,
including yours.... THANK YOU!! This publication outlines the disease of addiction, but even better tells
you ways to arrest it. Just returning with 4 months. I've found genuine salvation in Wise recovery, with
real tools, real science no declaring it’s the only method... Just know that reading a reserve won't get
and/or maintain you clean or sober, there's much function to be done To the Employee who delivered me
a God-Wink. It provides so much more than just "quit using" advice.) A must for addicts! It can Help
anyone discover ways to cope, and exist in different ways. God Bless, HP Bless ; It helps addicts build a
basis for living and experiencing life without drugs. It offers many stories that each addict can relate toon
some level.As a bonus, it came in softcover. I really do outreach work, bringing NA meetings into jails
and various other institutions.? Just For today. "be kind to yourself and read it" Just how many times have
I purchased a copy of this book?", "HOW IT OPERATES", "The Twelve Traditions Of NA" etc. Addiction
does not treatment who you are: white, black, purple, rich, poor, male, feminine. I got sober in the halls of



AA and generally read AA literature, but this book is quite well written plus much more modern and
relatable for addicts! The only drawback is not any page numbers so it's use in a group setting is a little
limited. Good book Wish my son had used it ? ? Not quite as good as the Alcoholics Anonymous book
Based on the AA book, however, not quite as good even although it was a gift to a narcotic addict. The
info in the AA publication is more helpful. Good price and just what I required! I am not likely to have
some other human being dictate my entire life by method of sponsorship.. little boring good book Four
Stars Happy with it. Item returned Sent to a pal in prison. It was came back as no hardcovered books
allowed. Five Stars great book
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